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Purpose:  We are applying the Constant Scale 

Natural Boundary (CSNB) approach [1,2,3] to map-
ping the Moon to provide additional insight on its sur-
face formation processes.  

Constant Scale Natural Boundary Mapping: 
The Constant Scale Natural Boundary (CSNB) map-
ping method produces maps that are markedly differ-
ent from those produced by more traditional methods.  
Whereas traditional maps can be expressed as out-
ward-expanding formulae with well-defined central 
features and relatively poorly defined edges [4,5], 
CSNB maps begin with well-defined boundaries.  

For a given body and timeframe, internal (tec-
tonic), external (impact), or combined processes may 
dominate in shaping global high (ridge) or low 
(trough) relief surface features, which act as constant-
scale boundaries or ‘edges’ in this approach.  On an 
entirely impact-dominated surfaces, we would antici-
pate that morphological boundaries would represent 
radial and concentric features formed during crater 
formation, whereas on tectonically-driven surfaces, 
such boundaries would be associated with surface ex-
pression of tectonic plates or cells. When surface 
modification processes occur on a rapid timescale, 
such mapping techniques will give insight on proc-
esses shaping the most recent events. On the Moon, 
chiefly shaped by external processes, the impact-
driven resurfacing rate has slowed down historically 
due to the decrease in size and frequency of bombard-
ment. Although we can certainly observe the effect of 
later events which have overlapped spatially on earlier 
events, how much palimpsest-like influence do the 
larger magnitude earliest events still exert? 

The Mother of all Impact Events: A number of 
workers [6,7,8,9,10] have proposed that much of the 
global-scale underlying structure of the nearside was 
shaped by a major impact event.  The resulting impact 
feature, known as Gargantuan Basin, can still be seen 
as much of the continuous outline of western Oceanus 
Procellarum, as well as in the discontinuous mare and 
terra features which have patterns of distribution con-
centric and radial to the original basin [8]. The interior 
of such a basin would be anticipated to have a thinner 
crust, which could in fact explain the systematic (as a 
function of radial distance to impact center) changes in 
composition and age of the basalts (e.g., KREEP or Ti 
abundance) which subsequently erupted [11,12].  

CSNB Map of the Moon: We have applied the 
CSNB approach to the Moon with Wilhelms earliest 

age multi-ring basin maps [9] superimposed on the 
most recent global photomosaic [13] as an underlying 
base map. The center of the Gargantuan basin is at the 
center of the map, and what is now known as the South 
Pole Aitken Basin, clearly antipodal to the big nearside 
basin, at the edge of the map. Boundaries are drawn 
ridges and troughs apparently radial and concentric to 
Gargantuan. Often these edges are reactivated and as-
sociated with later basin rings and radials, perhaps 
even more clearly among older materials on the far-
side. The thinner-crust nearside is dominated by more 
recent flood basalt flows. This projection allows the 
pattern in the global distribution of Nectarian and Im-
brian deposits to be seen more clearly. 

CSNB Implications for Planetary Modeling: The 
CSNB projection has now been used to produce global 
maps of bodies lying on a continuum between exter-
nally and internally driven control of surface morphol-
ogy. For the Earth and Mars, representing the inter-
nally-driven end-member, ridge and trough boundaries 
are apparently associated with internal activity cells, 
thus CSNB maps allow greater understanding of, for 
example, the pattern of gravity and magnetic anoma-
lies. For asteroids, representing the externally-driven 
end-member, irregular facet edges become boundaries 
of a ‘splat’ map and allow insight into the bombard-
ment history. The Moon, typically mapped in an Earth-
like projection, but more asteroid-like in terms of sur-
face modification, is now ‘splat’ mapped to reveal the 
continuing influence of old, large impacts. Mapping 
Mars in the ‘splat’ fashion might also reveal the pal-
impsest-like influence of its proposed equivalent 
gargantuan basin [14]. 
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